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Abstract of thesis entitled: 
Influence of Trading Noise in Equity Prices on Bond Pricing Models 
Submitted by LEONG U Man 
for the degree of Master of Philosophy in Risk Management Science 
at The Chinese University of Hong Kong in June 2006. 
A B S T R A C T 
In the literature of credit risk modeling, it is always assumed that the trading noise 
on equity is negligible, thus is ignored in corporate bond pricing. In this thesis, 
we show empirically that, trading noise is present in the equity price after filtered 
maximum likelihood estimation (FMLE). We then investigate if the trading noise 
plays a substantial role in corporate bond pricing models, such as the extondod 
Merton and Longstaff and Schwartz models. The result shows that extraction of 
noise from the equity price does not improve the accuracy of bond pricing models 
significantly. This is consistent with the belief that market participants have already 
taken the trading noise in the market into their consideration when they invest. 
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Likelihood Estimation, FMLE)，我們發現交易雜訊在市場上存在。我們進 
一步研究交易雜訊對結構性模型的影響，結果在與破產邊界相關模型 
(bamer-dependent，破產邊界爲模型其中一個考慮因素)的Longstaff and 
Schwartz model和與破產邊界無關的Extended Merton model中，去除股價 
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1. Introduction 
One of the building blocks in the structural models is equity price, regardless of the 
method of retrieving other model parameters. Therefore, using the correct value for 
equity is essential. From Black (1986), 
“• • • noise trading actually puts noise into the prices. The price of a stock reflects 
both the information traders trade on and the noise traders trade on. ”. 
Bccausc of market inefficicncy, information asyniinetry, bid-ask spread and trans-
action cost, equity price reflected by the market should be contaminated by trad-
ing noise. Studies on these phenomena can be found in Harris (1990). Madhavan, 
Richardson and Roomans (1997), Hasbrouck (1993), Delianedis and Geske (2001) 
and Chan and Chan (1993). Duaii and Fulop (2005) recently examine 30 firms 
listed in Dow Jones and find that they carry sizable trading noise. It is pointed out 
that the omission of trading noise leads to over estimation of asset volatility greatly. 
Among the popular dicussions about the factors contributing to the credit yield 
spread, the influence of trading noise is always neglected bccausc of its supposedly 
small size. While previously mentioned that the accuracy of parameter estimation 
is so important, is our usual ignorance towards trading noise causing bias in finding 
credit yield spread? 
Since Black and Scholes (1973) and Mcrtoii (1974; hcnccforth the Mcrtoii model), 
evolution in structural models of credit risk has been non-stopped. A firm's capital 
structure contains three categories: asset, equity and debt. According to accounting 
principle, asset equals the sum of equity and debt. On the maturity of the debt, 
the firm defaults if it fails to meet its obligation. The equity holder can claim the 
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residual after repaying the debtors. They consider the equity of a firm as a standard 
call option on the firm's asset, with strike price equals the face value of debt. 
Later, structural models are modified to mimic the bond market more closely. 
These include the introduction of default barriers (Black and Cox. 1976), stochastic 
interest rate (Longstaff and Schwartz, 1995: henceforth the LS model), stationary 
leverage ratios and floating default barrier(Collin-Dufresne and Goldstein. 2001; 
henceforth the CDG model). Geske (1977; henceforth the Geske model) proposes 
to use a portfolio of compound options to model corporate coupon bearing bond. 
Another model from Leland and Toft (1996; henceforth the LT model) is deisgned 
to capture the optimal capital structure. All these models incorporate many re-
alistic economic considerations. However, the unobservability of asset value adds 
source of iinrortainty to the validity of these models. The work of Eom, Helwege 
and Huang (2004; henceforth EHH) is a comprehensive study of the problem. They 
study Merton model, Geske model, LT model, LS model and CDG model. Using 
the sum of equity's market value and total liabilities' book value as the asset value 
and other proxies, their result shows the above mentioned models generate unavoid-
able underpredictions in credit yield spreads. Another study by Huang and Huang 
(2003) points out that credit risk is only a minor factor that contribute to the credit 
yield spread for investment grade bonds. There arc other factors include illiquidity. 
call and conversion features and asymmetric tax treatments between corporate and 
treasury bonds. 
This problem is partly resolved by Li and Wong (2006). They use maximum 
likelihood estimation of Duan (1994) to retrieve the market value of corporate assets 
and its volatility from observed equity values. Transforming the equity's density 
function based on the underlying asset's dynamic, the values of the parameters are 
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obtained through numerical maximization of the likelihood function of the equity 
value. Implementing the structural models with maximum likelihood estimation 
(henceforth MLE), the estimation of credit yield spread is greatly improved. It 
implies that the accuracy of parameter estimation plays an important role in the 
validity of the models. 
Noise, as negative as it sounds, is an item to be adjusted, or is absorbed in 
structural models already? In this thesis, we investigate the impact of trading noise 
in the equity market on corporate bond pricing models. The size of the trading 
noise is found by means of non-linear filtering technique which is suggested by Duan 
and Fulop (2005). Trading noise in equity price, when considered in a multiplicative 
form, leads to a lower estimate of asset volatility under noise-excluded situation. 
Together with maximum likelihood estimation on finding the asset volatility and 
other parameters, we are able to obtain the asset and equity value masked by trading 
noise. The method combining non-linear filtering technique and maximum likelihood 
estimation is named as filtered maximum likelihood estimation (hciiccfortli FMLE). 
Extended Merton model (EHH, 2004; hcnccforth the EM model) and the LS model 
are studied. They are the representatives from barrier-independent and barrier-
dependent structural models for corporate coupon-bearing bonds. The significance 
of noise in structural models of corporate bond pricing is examined through empirical 
analysis. 
This thesis is the first to look into the influence of trading noise in structural 
models in a statistical inference approach. Simulation has been used to study the 
cfficiciicy and find out the optimum setting of the technique. Further to the setting 
in Duan and Fulop (2005) for treating equity as basic European option, the method is 
extended to Down-and-Out Call (DOC) option, to be used in the barrier-dependent 
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models. By varying the setting of FMLE. the efficiency and accuracy of parameter 
estimation is noted. In comparing the error in estimating bond price and credit yield 
spread in the noise-considered and noise-excluded situations, we however conclude 
that the influence of trading noise does not affcct the corporate bond pricing models 
in a large extent. This is true in both EM model and LS model. Even though 
trading noise contributes a significant proportion in the asset volatility sometimes, 
we prove that trading noise is not a major factor affecting the corporate bond price, 
an example of credit related instruments. Trading noise is absorbed into the views 
of the investors. 
Therefore, we confirm the result of Duan and Fulop (2005) that trading noise is 
present in the equity market. This result is based on 807 bonds from 171 companies 
which are seloctod across industries and time horizon in our analysis. Separating 
the noise term is beneficial for fundamental analysis like credit quality rating of 
companies which will be further elaborated in the thesis. On the technical side, since 
trading noise does not affect the estimation of corporate bond pricc and crcdit yield 
spread greatly, balancing accuracy and efficiency. MLE suggested by Duan (1994) 
and Li and Wong (2006) is a more efficient approach for estimating parameters in 
structural models. 
The rest of the thesis is organised as follows. Chapter 2 outlines tlie details of 
the structural bond pricing models have been used in the thesis. Chapter 3 explains 
the methodology of the filtered maximum likelihood estimation technique on finding 
the underlying asset price in EM and LS model. Chapter 4 presents the simulation 
procedures and results, following by the empirical analysis. Chapter 5 concludes. 
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2. Structural Bond Pricing Models 
Structural models study the credit risk of a firm through its capital structure. A 
firm's asset is the sum of capital and liabilities. Upon this simple addition, structural 
models takes into different crcdit factors on the valuation of the equity and bond 
value. For example, in the work of Black and Scholos (1973) and Morton (1974), 
equity is treated as a standard call option on the firm's asset, where strike price 
equals the debt level. Extensions are made since then. These models can be mainly 
divided into two categories, barricr-iiidcpciidcnt and barrier-dcpcndont models. In 
the later part of this thesis, extended Merton and Longstaff and Schwartz models 
are used to investigate how trading noise affects the bond pricing models. 
IMerton model is the basic block of bond pricing model in the field. Since bonds 
in the market arc coupon bearing, so wo adopt the extended Mcrton (EM) model. 
While by using Longstaff and Schwartz (LS) model, we can test whether the influence 
of trading noise is different in the barrier-dependent model. 
2.1 The Merton Model 
Under the IMerton model, the market value of assets at time t, Vt follows a geometric 
Brownian motion, i.e. 
dVt = ( " - ^)Vtdt + aVtdWf (2.1.1) 
where /i, W and a represents the drift, payout ratio and volatility of market values 
of assets, respectively. Wt is a standard Brownian motion. 
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The bond is considered as a corporate zero coupon bond with maturity T and 
face value X . The terminal payoff of the bond on maturity, is the minimum of the 
bond's face value and the firm's market value of assets on maturity. Discounting 
under the risk neutral measure, the value of the corporate bond equals a risk-free 
bond minus a put option on the underlying assets with strike price K and maturity 
T, i.e. 
= J ^ e - " —Put(V^); (7，X，r，T) 
= X e - ' ' ^ N { d 2 ) + (2.1.2) 
where r is the constant interest rate, N(-) is the cumulative distribution function of 
a standard normal random variable, 
= 靜 ) + ( 7 ， 严 / 2 ) T and = o 历 . ( 2 . 1 . 3 ) 
After repaying the bond holders on maturity, the owner of the firms face either 
one of the following two situations. If the market value of firm's assets is larger than 
the bond's face value, he will receive the remaining. If the asset value is less than 
the bond vahio, the owner will rocoivo nothing as the debt,holder is assumed to have 
a higher priority than him. Therefore, the position of the owner is equivalent to a 
call option with asset value Vq, strike price X and maturity T, i.e. 
X, T) = - (2.1.4) 
where dl and d2 arc spccifiod in (2.1.3). 
2.2 Extended Merton Model 
This model which is originated from the Merton model and then extended by EHH. 
is used to price coupon bearing bonds under the Merton framework. Under the 
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extended Merton model, the price of a coupon bearing bond is equal to a portfolio 
of zero coupon bonds. Default of the bond can occur at every coupon paying date, 
if the value of the assets is less than the default threshold K. The bondholder can 
receive a portion of the payment amount at a recovery rate uj or realized asset, 
whichever is lower. For a defaultable bond which pays at annual coupon rate c 
semiannually, the price of bond is derived as: 
B o n d ’ , T) 二 + mm{wc/2, 
+ c/2)Iv,^>k + m i — ( 1 + c/2), V ^ � / � < / d ， （2.2.5) 
where the N coupon paying days are “，...，力at. t^ = T. In the above formula. 
represents the time zero value of non-defaultable zero coupon bond matured at t” 
Under risk neutral measure Q, 
卿 = A W 輔 
= V t o O ^ ' e ' ' ' N + ' ^ [ N - N . 1 ) % G [0, K], 
HVtJxDt) +{-5 +<7^/2)1 
t) = 7= , 
aVt 
d2{x,t) = d 八 x,t)-aV~t. 
In this model, the interest rate is assumed constant and equals the instanta-
neous interest rate y. We have adopted the Nelson-Siegel (1987) model to fit the 
interest rate estimate. The best set of { / ?� , A，02, is chosen to minimize the suiii-
of-square-error between the predicted yields and actual yields. The predicted yield is 
1 - e — . 
� w s 二 A)十 ( h e - T l � 
where r is the time to inaturity. 
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2.3 Longstaff and Schwartz Model 
This is a barrier-dependent model. When Vt reaches a distress level /C, or the 
equivalent leverage. Lt = K/ZC, roaches one, default occurs. The firm becomes 
bankrupt and bondholders have the first priority to claim their bond out of the 
market value of assets. The equity holder receives the residual amount. Black and 
Cox (1976) regards this idea as a Down-and-Out-Call (DOC) option on the firm's 
asset with the default barrier K. 
The value of the DOC is 
DOC(Vo]X,K, R) = VoN(a) - - aVf) 
-Vo{K/Vf'm{b) + Xe-TT�KlVf'�-�b — aVf) 
+ R[KIVf^-'N{c) + R{yiK)N[c - 2r]aVf), (2.3.6) 
where R is the rebate paid to the firm defaults when the asset value reaches the 
barrier and other notations are the same as specified before, except that here, 
_ J 哪 ) + 容 一 f o r X > K, 
a = j ^ for x<K^ 
— I 丨 + � 2 ) T , for X2K, 
b = I 丨nWV):]y^2/2)T’ for X<f<, 
ln (K/V) + (r + cTy2)T r 1 
c = ^ ， = 7 + 剛 
In this model, the interest rate is assumed to follow the Vasicek (1977) model: 
drt = (a - prt)dt + r]dWt, (2.3.8) 
where q, 3, r] are some constant parameters and Wt is a standard Brownian motion. 
The interest rate is correlated with the underlying asset price with correlation co-
efficient p. The pricing formula for the default able coupon bearing bond is the sum 
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of all individual zero coupon bonds. 
=臺 I：工 i / ) ; ,“l -u;,Q(Lo，ro,T)] + (1 + 臺 [ 1 一 (广0’'厂0，”1， 
(2.3.9) 
D[, is the time 0 value of a non-defaiiltable zero coupon bond matured at by the 
Vasicek (1977) model. Loss rate, wi, equals 1 — w. where 
Q(J‘ro工 n) = ^ 1 ( 7” 
二 等 1)， 
二 IHai) - 卿山=2…. 
— - I n Lo-M(iT/n,T) 
— yJS{iT/n ’ 
b _ M{jT/n,T)- M(tT/n,T) 
_ ^S{tT/n) - S{:jT/n) 
and 
m T ) 二 （ 〒 - 妄 小 + 勒 e x p ( — ( 側 — 1 ] 
+ ( ？ - 多 + 妄)[1 - e x P ( - 側 ] - ( $ ) c x p ( -請 - c x p ( - 側 ] , 
邓 ） = ( ， + ! ? + + - ( 警 + 势 1 - — - 叫 1 
The function S(t) is corrected form of the same expression in Longstaff and Schwartz(1995). 
As n tends to infinity, the term Q{Lo,T) is the limit of Q{Lo, r, T, n). 
Since the interest rate under LS model follows the Vasicek (1977) model, we 
target at choosing the best set of parameters {a , (3,77,7，} that minimize the sum-of-
squared-error between predicted yield and actual yield. The predicted yield is given 
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by: 
浙 — 万 厂 0 2/32 2/3 十 , 3 、 ‘ ) ， 
where r is the time to maturity. 
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3. Methodology 
Since the equity price observed in the market is not equivalent to the 'theoretical 
price，in most cases, trading noise must be present. The theoretical price of an eq-
uity means the value of equity under structural models. Under barrier-independent 
model, equity value equals a standard call option on the uiidciiying asset; while 
under barrier-dependent model, equity value equals DOC. We can estimate the size 
of noise term, volatility and drift of the underlying asset path by non-linear filtering 
technique. The case of EM model is first considered, modification for LS model is 
at the last of the chapter. 
Define the following variables: 
• S is the observed equity price series 
• 1/ is the asset value scries 
• cr is the annual asset volatility 
• is the liabilities of the entity 
• r is the risk free rate 
• T is the maturity of the liabilities, which is treated as a constant for the going 
concern of the firm 
• Call is the theoretical equity price from the call option pricing formula 
Call {Vt.-a,X.r,T) = K ^ ( d l ) - (3.0.1) 
‘ … ‘ ‘ • 
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• (5 is the size of the noise which is a constant 
Here we assume the trading noise is included in the structure in a multiplicative 
form, the log of equity price observed in the market is equal to 
In St, = In Call(\4;…X, r, T) + (3.0.2) 
where {Zn^ i = 1，…，TV} are i.i.d. standard normal random variables. 
The asset price, V；., follows geometric Brownian motion: 
In = In K,: + ( " — � ) " + (3.0.3) 
where is the asset drift, h 二 ti+i — U and {Z2i, i = 1 , . . . ,7V} are i.i.d. stan-
dard normal random variables. Since Zii follows standard normal distribution, by 
transformation of variable, 
I V ； , , / /，…句 = ^ ^ K (3-0.4) 
where 7 7 - ^ is the Jacobian value. 
Vt.j crVh 
Equations (3.0.2) and (3.0.3) arc the incasurcinerit equation and the transition 
equation respectively, forming a state-space model. The parameters we are inter-
ested in are fi, a and S. We are going to estimate these value through maximum 
likelihood estimation given the observed equity prices in the market. 
After obtaining the values of paraincters, we test tlic accuracy by subsitutiiig 
these parameters into two structural bond pricing models. We consider EM model 
and LS model in this thesis. By comparing the difference in price and yield spread 
between the market and the model, we compare the accuracy and influence before 
and after consideration of trading noise in equity pricc. 
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3.1 Maximum Likelihood Estimation 
We are interested in the size of trading noise 6, drift /x and volatility a of the 
unobserved asset values in tho market. Observing the the equity prices (with noise), 
the conditional log likelihood function is 
L(……5 I St,... • ’ S J = ^ U l n f{St. I Su-i …a, 6). (3.1.5) 
We numerically search for the appropriate set of parameters such that the log 
likelihood function is maximized. The likelihood value is obtained through a non-
linear filtering proccss. From this process, the series of noise-free asset pricc will be 
output at the same time. The evaluation process is as follows: 
Step 1: Values of /x, cr, 6 are chosen. 
Step 2: These values are the inputs of the filtering process. The noise-free asset 
price and the likelihood value of observed equity prices is computed. 
Step 3: Go back to Step 1 until the maximum likelihood estimators are obtained. 
3.2 Non-linear Filtering Process 
In order to compute the likelihood value, we need the density of the equity price. 
Conditional on the asset price on period backwards and other parameters, the den-
sity of St.丨 is 
/ ( 5 V , I 仏…列 二 r f i S t . I Z u ) V t — M ， S ) f ( Z i i I K , _ i , / i , M 、 ) 忍 
J-co 
二「队 I Z成_”M,S)f(Zu I M，6)dZu 
J — oo 
= L K Z u I f ^ , “ ) d Z u . 
(3.2.6) 
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In the above equation, V；'. is the inverse value from equation (3.0.2), provided 
the stock price is known at U, i.e., V；: = Call -^St^e'^^'^; a, X. r.T). Since 卜i is 
independent of Zu. it can be dropped in the second equality. In the denominator is 
the Jacobian of the inverse transformation, 以 ( l l [ . is cvahiatcd as (2.1.3). 
Therefore we can use the closed form density of asset price to obtain the formula for 
the density of St^ . By integrating the conditional density over l '^—i, and previous 
stock prices S t ^ _ ” . … S t � , 
f[Sti I Sth” ...，S^ to，",…d) 
= [ 队 I V i 卜 一 / ( v ^ i i I 
Jo 7-00 
fiZu I I 
- 场 , | � _ i , … ， 叫 . （ 3 . 2 . 7 ) 
By computing where '“广）二 肌 丨二‘-:.".“)，观 obtam the 
value for the the expected value of (3.2.7). This is the importance weight assigned 
to the sample point in the filtering process. 
Hence, the non-linear filtering process can be set up as follows. The process 
starts with knowing the first observed stock price in the series, St^, V； )^ 二 V^切(‘S't�) 
for m 二 1,…，M. 
Step 1: Suppose we have = in the last iteration. Calculate the 
value V；，）= V；: ( S V , ， i s drawn from a standard normal 
distribution, for m 二 1 , . . . , M . Therefore M standard normal random 
variables are drawn in obtaining the asset value. Then we obtain the pair 
(vi:!;)，vf^ )). 
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Step 2: Calculate the importance weight wf^'', the term in the expectation in 
(3.2.7) and assign t t ! — = ： 广 。 t o V；，). The density of V；:— is the same 
m— 
as (3.0.4). 
Step 3: A pioccwiso linear empirical distribution is constructed using the weighted 
sample (V t^:—’ m = 1， M. Resample a new equal-weight sample 
of size M. Resampling is useful in preventing the variance of importance 
weight T^ m) grows stochastically over time during particle filtering. 
Step 4: Compute 么‘二⑴产)• The likelihood value of this iteration is obtained 
by (3.1.5). 
3.3 Modification for LS model 
Under LS model, equity of a firm is considered to be a DOC. Replacing the call 
option in (3.0.2) with DOC, the dynamic for the equity price is 
In St, + (3.3.8) 
and DOC is evaluated as (2.3.6). 
Furthcnnorc, i " (3.2.6) is the inverse of (2.3.6). The delta of standard call 
option in the jacobian of (3.2.6) is replaced by that of DOC: 
/1{\圳 //^x (277-2) . ^ . / \ 
^DOC = 糊 + ( 7 ) N{b) + (27； — 2) ( - ) Call ( ^ ― ; a, X, r, T,. 
(3.3.9) 
for X > K, where a, 6，c, i] are the same as (2.3.6). 
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4. Simulation and Empirical 
Analysis 
We perform the simulation test for two reasons. First, we would like to check the 
accuracy by implementing non-linear filtering techniques together with maximum 
likelihood estimation (FMLE). Second, through comparison, wc want to find out 
the optimum setting for carrying out the empirical analysis. 
Following the procedures, an empirical test is set up to investigate the presence 
of trading noise in the market. Then, the influence of the the trading noise is further 
studied through structural bond pricing models. 
4.1 Simulation Study 
In the simulation test, we set up a hypothetical environment to test the accuracy and 
efficiency of FMLE. In this exercise, we use r = 10%, “ = 20%. a = 30%, S = 1.5%. 
The initial firm value is 100 (i.e. V；。= 100), with total debt level at 50. Of this 
amount, there is a 3-year bond with face value 20. 
Wo start by simulating an asset path of one year (252 days) following the dynamic 
indicated in (3.0.3). Then the theoretical equity price is obtained by subsituting 
the parameters into standard call option formula. On top of this 'right' price, a 
multiplicative noise is added according to (3.0.2). The equity price path is now 
contaminated by trading noise. 
Assume we are observing this 'noisy' equity price path in the market. By (3.1.5), 
we estimate the parameters using FMLE. We can adjust the numbers of standard 
normal variables generated (i.e. size M), initial values input and the number of 
16 
Set 1 Set 2 Set 3 Set 4 Set 5 
No of Variables Drawn 1000 1000 1000 
Value Tolerence 0.0001 0.0001 0.001 0.0001 0.0001 
% error in Asset Value 
Mean -0.62% -0.01% -0.01% -0.01% -0.05% 
SD 1.22 % 1.20% 1.20% 1.20% 1.20% 
% error in Equity Value 
Mean -0.14% -0.14% -0.14% -0.14% -0.147c 
SD 1.45% 1.45% 1.45% 1.45% 1.45% 
Estimated ^ 0.1118 0.2071 0.2071 0.2068 0.2071 
Estimated a 0.3424 0.2885 0.2885 0.2887 0.2885 
(Realized a) (0.2794) (0.2794) (0.2794) (0.2794) (0.2794) 
Estimated ^ 0.0100 0.0147 0.0147 0.0147 0.0147 
Estimated Bond Price 85.5286 87.2091 87.2091 87.2017 87.5240 
Estimated Yield Sparead 11.52% 10.70% 10.70% 10.707c 10.76% 
Time (seconds) 6919 6968 6905 1276 500 
Table 4.1: Simulation Results for FMLE under Different Settings 
function evaluations needed. 
Suppose the EM approach is a correct model for bond pricing, we compare the 
estimated price of FMLE with the bond by the result of estimation and the bond 
price by true parameters. 
To examine the accuracy of FMLE, the result is compared in the following as-
pects: 
1. The percentage error in filtering out noise from the equity price and the implied 
asset values. 
2. The accuracy of estimating bond price by the result of FMLE. 
3. Time consumption for the whole process. 
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Figure 4.1: Parameter Values for Set 2 
Referring to Table 4.1, we can see that FMLE works quite well in all settings. The 
initial values for the parameters [i, a and S for Set 1 are 0.1. 0.2 and 0.01. While 
for Set 2 to 5, the values are 0.2. 0.3 and 0.015. Therefore we can see in putting 
different sets of initial values for estimation, FMLE can approach the true values 
with sufficient function evaluations (Figure 4.1). From this test, we know that, even 
we are not sure about the true parameter values in the empirical analysis, we can 
still find their approximation. 
Moreover, accuracy improves when more variables are drawn in the filtering pio-
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cess. Antithetic variables are used to reduce the variance. Running the simulation 
program on a Pentium 4 CPU 1.8 GHz, it takes from 500 seconds to 6970 seconds 
(equivalent to 1 hour 56 minutes approximately) to run Set 1 to 5 accordingly. 
The true values for bond price and credit yield spread arc 87.5240 and 10.55% 
respectively. The deviation in bond prices and credit yield spread does not vary in 
a large extent. It is reasonable to conclude that FMLE can give an acceptable value 
for estimating bond price and credit yield spread under Extend Merton model. 
4.2 Empirical Analysis 
111 this section, we use FMLE to find out the size of trading noise from selcctcd 
companies in the market. Suspecting that equity price with trading noise does not 
mirror the fair value of the companies, the companies' bonds may be incorrectly 
priced. We compare the pricing performance before and after removing the noise 
from the equity pricc. Based on the result from simulation, wo have dioscii the 
configuration of Set 2 for empirical implementation. 
4.2.1 Bond Selection 
Based on the criteria of EHH, 807 bonds are selected based on simple capital struc-
tures and sufficient equity data. From the Fixed Income Database, wc obtained the 
bond prices on the last trading day of each December for the period 1986 - 1996. 
Then, choose non-callable and non-put able bonds from industrial and transporta-
tion firms. These exclude bonds with matrix prices and those with maturities of less 
than one year. There are 7,000 bonds left after the preliminary selection. Referring 
iFor the Moody's rating, 1 stands for Aaa+, 2 stands for Aaa and etc. For the S & P ratings, 1 
stands for A A A + , 2 stands for A A A and etc. For both rating systems, 24 stands for NR，meaning 
the bond is not rated. 
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Features Mean S.D. Minimum Median Maximum 
Time to maturity (T) i m ^ I M TT^ 4 9 . 9 5 ~ 
Coupon rate (c) 8.20 1.52 0 8.5 15 
Yicld-to-inaturity (y) 7.68 1.54 3.94 7.48 22.49 
Moody's ratings i 7.24 2.73 2 7 24 
S&P ratings i G.99 2.67 2 7 16 
Market capitalization (MV) 7450.66 10733.12 230.55 3428.44 95983.1 
Total liabilities (X) 5151.77 10728.75 113.6 2324.49 150424.59 
Table 4.2: Summary statistics of the bonds 
to Rating Interactive of Moody's Investor Services, we obtain the characteristics of 
the firms. To keep our sample with firms having simple capital structures, we only 
consider firms with one or two public bonds, and sinkable and subordinated bonds 
are excluded. Firms with an organization type are regarded as corporations and 
those with a non-US domicile are excluded. Firms with background in finance, 
real estate finance, public utility, insurance and banking are also excluded from the 
sample. Accounting for these characteristics, there are 2,033 bonds left. 
Since we have to measure the value of corporate assets, only firms which issued 
equity and provided financial statements were considered. The market values of eq-
uities were downloaded from Datastream and total liabilities and reported dividend 
yields were downloaded from CompuStat for the period 1986 to 1996. That left with 
lis 807 bonds issued by 171 firms. 
The interest rate data we use is the Constant Maturity Treasury yield data from 
the Feeral Reserve Board's H15 Release, which contains yields of different maturities 
on every particular data. The required parameters are estimated using this data. 
Table 4.2 presents the summary statistics of the bonds studied in the empirical 
analysis. It shows the mean, standard deviation (S.D.), minimum, median and 
maximum of time to maturity (in years), coupon rate (in 9c), yield-to-maturity (in 
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%). Moody's rating, S&P ratings, market capitalization (in $ millions) and total 
liabilities (in $ millions). The wide variety of our sample help study the influence of 
trading noise over different industries, credit qualities and economic environment. 
4.2.2 Result for EM Model 
MLE FMLE 
% Error in % Error in Yield % Error in % Error in Yield Trading 
Price Yield Difference Price Yield Difference Soise 
Mean Mean Mean Mean Mean Mean Mean 
(SD) (SD) (SD) (SD) (SD) (SD) (SD)— 
Overall 
2 . 3 7 % - 1 . 8 2 % - 0 . 0 3 % 4 .257c - 6 . 3 3 % - 0 . 4 2 % 1 . 4 1 % 
( 8 . 7 8 % ) ( 3 5 . 3 4 % ) ( 3 . 2 1 % ) ( 8 . 5 0 7 c ) ( 3 3 . 0 0 % ) ( 3 . 0 2 % ) ( 1 . 6 7 % ) 
High Ratings 
2 . 6 9 % - 3 . 8 3 % - 0 . 2 7 % 4 . 2 8 % - 7 . 3 4 % - 0 . 5 7 % 1 . 4 3 % 
( 8 . 1 2 % ) ( 3 1 . 3 7 % ) ( 2 . 4 5 % ) ( 7 . 7 6 7 c ) ( 2 9 . 8 3 % ) ( 2 . 3 3 % ) ( 1 . 7 8 % ) 
Medium Ratings 
3 ^ 3 7 % - 4 . 6 9 % - 0 . 2 2 % 5 .587c - 1 0 . 2 1 % - 0 . 6 7 % 1 . 3 8 % 
( 8 . 2 4 % ) ( 2 7 . 9 4 % ) ( 2 . 6 7 % ) ( 8 . 0 0 9 c ) ( 2 3 . 6 7 % ) ( 2 . 3 2 % ) ( 1 . 4 5 % ) 
Low Ratings 
- 6 . 4 3 % 4 0 . 1 3 % 4 . 3 2 % - 1 . 5 1 % 2 4 . 7 3 % 2.897c 1 . 2 7 % 
( 1 4 . 3 8 % ) ( 7 3 . 8 2 % ) ( 8 . 3 9 % ) ( 1 5 . 9 5 7 c ) ( 7 3 . 0 8 7 c ) ( 8 . 4 2 % ) (0.197c)__ 
Table 4.3: Empirical Result for Bonds with Different Ratings for the Extended 
Merton Model 
In Figure 4.2 and 4.3, we have plotted the percentage error of estimating bond 
price and yield spread before and after noise removal treatment on equity price. 
Hero, percentage error means estimated value minus the true value, divided by the 
true value. In the figures, line represents the percentage error before removing the 
noise, while cross marks the percentage error after the removal. From the figures, 
there is no significant difference between the performance of the two treatments, both 
in estimation of bond price and yield spread. The crosses are overlapping on the line, 
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where some are further away. Referring to Table 4.3, the average percentage error in 
estimating price before and after removal of noise are 2.37% and 4.25% respectively, 
and the standard deviation are similar, at 8.78% and 8.50% respectively. While for 
percentage error in yield, they arc -1.82% and -6.33%, with standard deviation both 
above 33%. The exclusion of trading noise in equity prices does not improve the 
pricing of the bonds. 
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Figure 4.2: Percentage Error in Bond Price for Extended Merton Model 
Though no conspicuous difference is found when all the bonds are taken into account, 
wo find an interesting phcnonmenon in bonds which have low ratings. The average 
percentage error in estimating the yield is lowered by 15% (40.13% as 24.73%). 
However, when we refer to Figure 4.4. the crosses which represent FMLE do not 
deviate much less than circles that represent MLE from the reference line. The 
absolute percentage error in yield for this rating class, they are 49.25% (MLE) and 
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Figure 4.3: Percentage Error in Yield for Extended Merton Model 
46.88% (FMLE) respectively. So the reducing effect may only due to the cancellation 
of extreme percentage error. Standard score for percentage error in price and yield 
is another evidence for the underperformance of FMLE in EM model (Table 4.4). 
Setting zero to be the mean percentage error, the standard score for percentage error 
in price for MLE and FMLE are 0.27 and 0.50. while that for yield are -0.05 and 
-0.19. 
Representing the size of trading noise d as a percentage of asset volatility cr, the 
mean proportion is 11.91% and the standard deviation is 6.69%. The maximum 
proportion is 55.25% (0.0077/0.0139). After the exclusion of noise, the percentage 
error in estimating price is increased by 0.0103% while the decrease in percentage 
error in yield is 0.0159c. As large as this proportion is, removal of trading noise 
does not bring significant improvement to estimation of bond price and yield spread 
under EM model. 
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Figure 4.4: Difference in Yield of Different Ratings of Bonds under Extended Merton 
Model 
4.2.3 Result for LS Model 
In Figure 4.5 and 4.6，we have plotted the percentage error of estimating bond 
price and yield spread before and after noise removal treatment. The calculation of 
percentage error and the meaning of the symbols are the same as the last section. 
Again, there is no significant difference between the the performance between MLE 
and FMLE, both in estimation of bond price and yield spread. Referring to Table 
4.5. the average percentage error in estimating price under MLE and FMLE are 
3.579c and 2.88%, with standard deviation at 6.15% and 7.39% respectively. While 
for percentage error in yield, they are -4.38% and -2.29%. whore the standard devi-
ation of FMLE is higher than MLE by 3.69% (18.12% vs 14.43%). Checking mean 
of percentage error in price for all rating classes, FMLE gives a lower mean but 
a higher standard deviation. This can also be observed in Figure 4.7. the crosses 
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EM LS 
% Error in % Error in % Error in % Error in 
Price Yield Price Yield 
Overall 
MLE 0.27 -0.05 0.58 -0.30 
FMLE ^ q ^ -0.13 
High Ratings 
m ^ 0 . 3 3 -0.12 0.55 -0.28 
FMLE ^ -0.25 q ^ -0.41 
Medium Ratings 
MLE 0.41 -0.17 0.74 -0.45 
FMLE ^ -OM q ^ -0.12 
Low Ratings 
^ M L E " " " -0.45 0.54 0.71 -0.30 
FMLE -0.09 0.34 0.59 -0.12 
Table 4.4: Standard Score for Percentage in Price and Yield in Extended Merton 
model and Longstsaff and Schwartz model 
(FMLE) are usually further away from the reference line. The exclusion of trading 
noise does not improve the accuracy of estimating price and credit yield spread in 
the barrier-dependent case too. 
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MLE FMLE 
% Error in % Error in Yield % Error in % Error in Yield Trading 
Price Yield Difference Price Yield Difference Noise 
Mean Mean Mean Mean Mean Mean Mean 
(SD) (SD) (SD) (SD) (SD) (SD) (SD) 
Overall 
3 . 5 7 % - 4 . 3 8 % - 0 . 2 8 % 2 . 8 8 % - 2 . 2 9 % - 0 . 1 2 % 1 . 2 0 % 
( 6 . 1 5 % ) ( 1 4 . 4 3 % ) ( 1 . 2 9 % ) ( 7 . 3 9 7 c ) ( 1 8 . 1 2 % ) ( 1 . 5 1 % ) ( 0 . 4 1 % ) 
High Ratings 
3 . 1 2 % - 3 . 6 2 % - 0 . 2 2 % 2.61% - 2 . 1 0 % - 0 . 1 2 % 1 . 2 0 % 
( 5 . 6 6 % ) ( 1 2 . 8 6 % ) ( 1 . 0 6 % ) ( 6 . 6 2 7 c ) ( 1 5 . 1 7 % ) ( 1 . 2 0 % ) ( 0 . 4 7 % ) 
Medium Ratings 
4 . 3 2 % - 6 . 1 0 % - 0 . 3 7 % 2 .937c - 3 . 0 1 % - 0 . 1 7 % 1 . 2 3 % 
( 5 . 8 3 % ) ( 1 3 . 5 4 % ) ( 1 . 2 0 % ) ( 6 . 7 5 7 c ) ( 1 5 . 4 9 % ) ( 1 . 7 6 % ) ( 0 . 1 6 % ) 
Low Ratings 
^ 7 . 9 0 % - 9 . 2 3 % - 0 . 8 6 % 4 .537c - 0 . 0 1 % - 0 . 2 9 % 1 . 2 4 % 
( 1 1 . 1 7 % ) ( 3 Q . 5 l 7 c ) ( 3 . 2 4 % ) ( 1 1 . 4 2 % ) ( 3 6 . 1 1 % ) ( 3 . 4 G % ) ( 0 . 2 2 % ) 
Table 4.5: Empirical Result for Bonds with Different Ratings for the Longstaff and 
Schwartz Model 
Percentage Error in Bond Price (LS Model) 
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Figure 4.5: Percentage Error in Bond Price for Longstaff and Schwartz Model 
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Figure 4.6: Percentage Error in Yield for Longstaff and Schwartz Model 
Representing the size of trading noise S as a percentage of asset volatility a, the 
mean proportion is 12.43% and the standard deviation is 6.16%. The maximum 
proportion is 43.85% (0.0082/0.0107). There is no change in the percentage error 
in price while the decrease in percentage error in yield is 0.081%. As large as this 
proportion is, the removal of trading noise does not bring conspicuous iinproveiiicnt 
to estimation of bond price and yield spread under LS model. In low ratings bonds, 
again, the extreme error masks and makes FMLE perform better superficially. The 
absolute percentage error in yield for MLE and FMLE are 26.467c and 27.29%. 
Examining the stardard scorc for MLE and FMLE for all bonds (Tabic 4.4), they 
are 0.58 and 0.39 for percentage error in price. -0.30 and -0.13 for percentage error 
in yield. Numbers in low rating class in particular are 0.71 and 0.59 for percentage 
error in price了 -0.30 and -0.12 for percentage error in yield, the improvement is too 
small to be significant. 
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Figure 4.7: Difference in Yield of Different Ratings of Bonds under Longstaff and 
Schwartz Model 
4.3 Implications from Empirical Analysis 
From the empirical analysis, two important results can be drawn. First, trading 
noise is present in equity price. Second, the accuracy of bond price and credit yield 
spread estimation are not significantly improved after the exclusion of trading noise 
under structural bond pricing models. 
In this thesis, trading noise is present in the form of Equation (3.0.2). Though 
we find out that this trading noise does not affect the estimation of bond price much, 
the exclusion of trading noise S from asset volatility a is useful in analysing the credit 
quality of companies for internal rating purpose. For example, when a non-listed 
company apply for a loan from a bank, the bank has to assess the credit ability of 
the firm. Volatility of the asset can be one of the assessment criteria. However, since 
the firm is not listed, we cannot obtain the its asset price and volatility as in MLE. 
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Usually, particulars from firms with similar features are borrowed for reference. 
Since the firm under asessment is non-listed, we must exclude the trading noise that 
is present in the equity data of listed firms for fair comparison. FMLE is surely a way 
to exclude the trading noise, and obtain the asset volatility and other parameters 
for the analysis. 
It seems that the bond price does not change a lot after excluding the large 
portion of trading noise in equity price. The cause of bond price insensitivity may 
due to the following reason. One of the factors affecting the bond price is quasi-
debt ratio, Mn y . After filtering, the asset price may increase when the volatility 
decreases. Therefore the influence of trading noise in equity price is not reflected in 
bond pricing models. 
Besides, after the exclusion of trading noise, the estimation is not absolutely the 
same as that of MLE. Traders in the market are not totally insensitive to trading 
noise in equity price. Noise, sometimes being understood as information, is taken 
into account by people holding different views towards the market. The price of a 
bond is set after bidding of investors who hold different views. So the bond price is 
partially affected by the trading noise only. 
We show empirically that estimation under EM model and LS model do not im-
prove significantly under FMLE, therefore, balancing cfficiciicy and accuracy, MLE 
is a better choice when estimating bond price and credit yield spread. Extensions 




Whenever there is trading of stocks, trading noise is unavoidable. 
“In other words, I do not believe it makes sense to create a model with information 
trading but no noise trading where traders have different beliefs • • • Difference in 
beliefs must derive ultimately from differences in information. "[3] 
At the same time, the trading noise for equity price is firm specific and cannot be 
diversified. The question is whether this trading noise affects the estimation of finan-
cial products. In the empirical analysis, we find that the exclusion of trading noise 
does not lead to significant improvement in EM model and LS model, the repre-
sentatives from barrior-indopondcnt and barrier-dependent structural bond pricing 
models. As large as the trading noise is half of the size of the asset volatility, the 
percentage error in estimating the bond and credit yield spread are not greatly 
changed. This is consistent with the belief that, in our daily trading activities, 
traders have already taken the iiifluciicc of trading noise into account. On the other 
hand, some investors understand trading noise as information, when they base on 
this information to trade, they must consider the effect in their investment. 
Though trading noise does not affect the pricing of coroporate bond, FMLE is a 
useful technique for excluding trading noise of equity price in listed firms for internal 
rating purpose. It is found in the analysis that trading noise has a non-neglectable 
proportion, it masks the equity price of the firm for credit analysis. Sometimes, 
investors are affected by market news of some particular stocks, the equity prices 
increase to a stage that does not realistically reflect the value of the company. If 
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the raw equity data is directly used in credit analysis, or as a source for obtaining 
the asset's data, it is not reliable to draw a fair conclusion. 
The investigation in this thesis is self-contained but not limited to future devel-
opment. Extension can be made to investigate the offcct of noise other than that 
following standard normal distribution. More structural models and other credit 
related instruments can also be adopted in evaluating the performance of excluding 
the trading noise. When credit structural bond pricing models cannot estimate the 
price and spread cxactly, the noise in bond market is worth studying. 
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